Public health surveillance systems often fail to detect emerging infectious diseases, particularly in resource limited settings. By integrating relevant clinical and internet-source data, we can close critical gaps in coverage and accelerate outbreak detection. Here, we present a multivariate algorithm that uses freely available online data to provide early warning of emerging influenza epidemics in the US. We evaluated 240 candidate predictors and found that the most predictive combination does not include surveillance or electronic health records data, but instead consists of eight Google search and Wikipedia pageview time series reflecting changing levels of interest in influenza-related topics. In cross validation on
Emerging and re-emerging human viruses threaten global health and security. Early 2 warning is vital to preventing and containing outbreaks. However, viruses often emerge 3 unexpectedly in populations that lack resources to detect and control their spread. The 4 silent Mexican origin of the 2009 pandemic [1, 2] , unprecedented 2014-2015 expansion of 5 Ebola out of Guinea [3] , and the rapid spread of Zika throughout the Americas in 6 2016-2017 [4] highlighted critical shortcomings and the potential for life-saving 7 improvements in global disease surveillance. 8 Traditionally, public health agencies have relied on slow, sparse and biased data 9 extracted during local outbreak responses or collected via voluntarily reporting by 10 healthcare providers. The 21st century explosion of health-related internet data-for 11 example, disease-related Google searches, Tweets, and Wikipedia term visits-and the 12 proliferation of pathogen molecular data and electronic health records have introduced a 13 diversity of real-time, high-dimensional, and inexpensive data sources that may 14 ultimately be integrated into or even replace traditional surveillance systems. In 15 building 'nextgen' surveillance systems, we face the interdependent challenges of 16 identifying combinations of data sources that can improve early warning and developing 17 powerful statistical methods to fully exploit them.
18
Engineers have designed anomaly detection methods for statistical process control 19 (SPC)-including the Shewhart [5] , cumulative sum (CUSUM) [6, 7] , and exponential 20 weighted moving average (EWMA) methods [8] -to achieve real-time detection of small 21 but meaningful deviations in manufacturing processes from single or multiple input data 22 streams. When the focal process is in-control, these methods assume that the inputs are 23 independent and identically distributed random variables with distributions that can be 24 estimated from historical data. Anomalous events can thus be detected by scanning 25 real-time data for gross deviations from these baseline distributions. 26 Biosurveillance systems similarly seek to detect changes in the incidence of an event 27 (e.g., infections) as early and accurately as possible, often based on case count data. By 28 adjusting SPC methods to account for autocorrelations, researchers have developed 29 algorithms that can detect the emergence or re-emergence of infectious diseases [9] . 30 Such methods have been applied to influenza [10, 13, 15, 18, 19] , Ross River 31 disease [14, 16] , hand-foot-and-mouth disease [20] [21] [22] , respiratory tract 32 infections [11, 13, 17] , meningitis [12] , and tuberculosis outbreaks [23] . These models 33 exploit a variety of public health data sources, including syndromic surveillance, case 34 count and laboratory test data. While they achieve high sensitivity and precision, 35 alarms typically sound once an outbreak has begun to grow exponentially and thus do 36 not provide ample early warning. For annual influenza, CUSUM-derived detection 37 methods applied to Google Flu Trends data sound alarms an average of two weeks prior 38 to the official start of the influenza season [15] . 39 The Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) [24] was launched by the CDC in surveillance system [25] implements methods derived from EARS to achieve early 43 detection of possible biologic terrorism attacks and other events of public health concern 44 on a national level. Two other surveillance systems, ESSENCE and Over the last decade, public health agencies and researchers have begun to explore a 53 variety of 'nextgen' disease-related data sources that might improve the spatiotemporal 54 resolution of surveillance. Electronic health records (EHR) systems like athenahealth 55 can provide near real-time access to millions of patient records, nationally, and have 56 been shown to correlate strongly with influenza activity [28] . Participatory surveillance 57 systems like Flu Near You, which asks volunteers to submit brief weekly health reports, 58 also provide a near real-time view of ILI activity [29] . However, such data sources may 59 be geographically, demographically or socioeconomically biased, depending on the 60 profiles of participating healthcare facilities or volunteers [41] . Internet-source data such 61 as Google Trends [30] , Wikipedia page views [31, 32] , and Twitter feeds [33] 
75
To demonstrate the approach, we design a multivariate early warning system for fourteen weeks prior to this threshold, respectively.
86

Materials and methods
87
Early detection model
88
The MEWMA model is derived from a method described in [40] . We define one time 89 series as gold standard, and one value in the range of the gold standard as the event threshold. Events (outbreaks) correspond to periods when observations in the gold 91 standard cross and remain above the event threshold. We project the timing of events 92 in the gold standard time series onto the candidate time series (predictors). We assume 93 that the data falling outside the event periods follow a multivariate normal distribution 94 F (null distribution) with a mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ that can be 95 estimated from baseline (non-outbreak) data with equations [1] and [2] :
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Here, ε is the value of the threshold defining outbreak events. T are all time points at 97 which observations in gold standard y are below event threshold ε. X T is a matrix of 98 observations from candidate time series at time points T .
99
At each time t, MEWMA calculates
where X t is a vector of current observation from candidate time series; λ is the 101 smoothing parameter (0 < λ < 1); S t is a weighted average of the current observation 102 standardized around µ and the previous S statistic. Then the multivariate EWMA test 103 statistic E t is calculated as
The MEWMA signals whenever E t exceeds a predetermined threshold h. That is, the 106 observation at time t deviates significantly from the baseline distribution.
107
Performance measurement
108
Given that our objective is to detect emerging outbreaks early and accurately, we 109 evaluate data based on the timing of alarms relative to the start of events. Only alarms 110 within detection windows are considered as true positive alarms. Specifically, we 111 calculate performance of a candidate system (combination of predictors) as given by
where N is the total number of events in gold standard, T w is the length of the 113 detection window (e.g., sixteen weeks surrounding the start of an event) and ∆T n is the 114 time between the start of the detection window and the first alarm for event n. given by
where t * denotes the time an initial alarm is triggered; t * * is the next time an alarm 130 sounds; τ s is the first day of an event, with τ s = ∞ indicating that an event never 131 occurs. The value of ATFS can be estimated using simulations. We first generate 132 samples from the null distribution (data outside event periods), then use the MEWMA 133 procedure described in 1 -5 to trigger alarms, and finally use the spacing between these 134 false alarms to estimate ATFS [9] .
135
To calculate the optimal parameter pair, we begin with fixing a value of ATFS (ϕ). 136 Given a set of time series X, this constrains the possible choices for parameter pairs
137
(λ, h) to a curve Γ(ϕ, X). The overarching optimization goal is given by
where X * is the optimal combination of time series; Ω is a set of all candidate time 139 series; k is the pre-determined number of time series in the optimization; λ * and h * are 140 the optimal parameter pair.
141
To evaluate parameter pairs (λ, h) on the curve Γ(ϕ, X), we consider values of λ 142 between zero and one with a step size 0.1. Since ATFS is monotonically increasing in h, 143 this allows us to efficiently find the corresponding approximate value of h using the 144 secant method [42] with the tolerance value of 0.5 and the maximum number of 145 iterations of 100. We plug each resulting parameter pair into the MEWMA model and 146 measure in-sample performance. The parameter pair maximizing the in-sample 147 performance is chosen for out-of-sample prediction.
148
Forward feature selection
149
To choose the optimal combinations of time series for early warning, we implement 150 stepwise forward feature selection algorithm in combination with MEWMA. We begin 151 with no predictors and test the model performance (in terms of the average timing of 152 early detection) when we add each of the possible candidate predictors on their own.
153
We select the time series that most improves model performance as the first predictor. 154 We then repeat the following until we reach a target number of predictors or the model 155 performance levels off: (1) evaluate each remaining candidate predictor in combination 156 with predictors already selected for the system and (2) select the candidate that most 157 improves model performance for inclusion in the system. Formally,
where X i is a set of selected candidate time series at step i; Ω is a set of all candidate 159 time series; P (X i ∪ {x}, λ, h; y) is the performance metric; y is the gold standard; λ is 160 the smoothing parameter, and h is the threshold for test statistic.
161
Optimizing early detection of influenza outbreaks in the US
162
We demonstrate the MEWMA-FFS framework by designing an early detection system 163 for influenza in the US using 2010-2016 data. Using national scale ILINet data as the 164 gold standard (described under Data below), outbreak events (influenza outbreaks) are 165 defined as ILINet surpassing a specified threshold for at least three weeks. Candidate 166 predictors are selected to detect the onset of influenza outbreaks as early as possible in 167 a specific number of weeks leading up and following the start of each event.
168
When selecting candidate predictors, all time series are evaluated using six-fold and optimal combination of predictors is determined by the median of their ranks. candidate time series at time t. Given a subset U of candidate time series, the test 198 statistic E t can be computed by using the pre-computed S t and Σ directly.
199
Choosing an event threshold and detection window
200
To speed up the optimization experiments, we tune the event threshold ε and length of 201 detection window T w . We run optimization experiments using eleven ILINet time series 202 across a range of values for ε and T w (S1 Fig) . We constrain the T w so that the start of 203 the window did not precede the lowest observation in the onset of a given outbreak. As 204 in our primary analysis, predictors are selected using 6-fold cross validation and Alternative models
223
We compare our optimized early detection algorithms with three simpler alternatives.
224
All three models were fit via 3-fold cross-validation on 2010-2016 ILINet data, with two 225 seasons held out in each round. When computing performance, we follow the methods 226 described above for the MEWMA-FFS model: We consider only the first alarm in each 227 cluster and assume the same objective function, event threshold, detection window, and 228 ATFS.
229
Week-based trigger : The model triggers alarms in the same week of every year. Week 230 34 maximizes the cross-validated performance.
231
Rise-based trigger : The model triggers alarms as soon as ILINet reports increase for 232 n consecutive weeks. We considered n ranging from 2 to 20 weeks and determined that 233 n = 4 maximizes the cross-validated performance. Univariate-ILINet US : we fit the 234 MEWMA-FFS model using national level ILINet data as the sole predictor.
235
Data
236
The method evaluates candidate data sources based on ability to detect events in a 237 designated gold standard data source. Throughout this study, we use CDC (Table S3 Table) . We then applied Google Trends to each of the top 100 search 263 terms to obtain search frequency time series for 07/03/2009 through 02/06/2017. These 264 serve as candidate data sources in our optimization.
265
Wikipedia: Wikipedia is widely used as a online reference (nearly 506 million visitors 266 per month) [31] . Researchers have demonstrated a correlation between US ILINet and 267 time series of access frequencies for English-language Wikipedia articles relating to 268 influenza [31, 32] . Using the Delphi Epidata API [39] , we obtained the normalized Table) . 
288
Results
289
Early detection from single data sources
290
We first fit the early detection model to each of the 240 candidate time series
291
individually and assess their ability to anticipate when ILINet will cross a threshold of 292 1.25%. Performance indicates the average timing of alarms based on six out-of-sample 293 tests, with the range of zero to one corresponding to eight weeks after to eight weeks 294 before the event reaching the threshold 1.25%. The expected performance is highly 295 variable across data sources (Fig 1) , with ILINet and Google source data generally 296 providing earlier warning than laboratory, EHR and Wikipedia data. The Google
297
Trends time series for 'human temperature' provides the best balance of timeliness,
298
precision and recall (Fig 3(A) and S2 Fig) , with an average advanced warning of 14 299 weeks prior to the CDC's 2% threshold for the onset of the influenza season [36] .
300
National scale ILINet data triggers alarms an average of 11.7 weeks prior to the 2% 301 threshold (Fig 3) . Several data sources failed to detect any of the seasons, including Early detection from multiple data sources
305
We selected optimal combinations of predictors from within each class of data. For CDC 306 ILINet, we considered 11 candidate predictors and found that the optimized system 307 included three time series: ILINet HHS region 7 (Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska), 308 ILINet HHS region 5 (Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin), and 309 ILINet US (Fig 2) . Across all replicates, HHS region 7 was selected as the most 310 informative predictor, which alone outperforms the optimized system using multiple 311 NREVSS data sources (Fig. 2) . HHS region 9 and US were not selected in all replicates, 312 and just marginally elevate the performance of HHS region 7. Comparing the optimized 313 internet-source systems (Google Trends and Wikipedia) to optimized EHR
314
(athenahealth) system, we find that the best combination of Google Trends time Emergence events for optimization are defined by an ILINet threshold of 1.25%. The expected performance is highly variable, ranging from 0 to 0.77. A value of one means that the system consistently sounded alarms a full eight weeks prior to the event threshold 1.25%; a value of 0.5 indicates that, on average, the alarms sound at the time reaching the threshold 1.25%; lower values indicate delayed alarms.
treatments, thermoscan, ear thermometer -outperforms the others (Fig 2 and 3(A) ).
317
Across the three-fold out-of-sample tests, the ILINet system detected all six 318 influenza outbreaks with an average advanced warning of 12.7 weeks prior to the CDC's 319 season onset threshold, while the Google Trends system detected 83.3% of outbreaks 320 (five out of six), with an average advanced warning of 16.4 weeks (excluding missing 321 outbreaks) prior to the official threshold (Fig 3(A) and S2 Fig) . The other systems each 322 detected four to six of six test seasons (not always the same seasons), with average 323 advanced warning ranging from 9.5 to 14.2 weeks (Fig 3(A) (Fig 3(A) and S2 Fig) . To build multi-category early detection systems, we applied the optimization method 329 to the 'winners' of the previous experiments. That is, we considered the 26 predictors (Fig 2) . None of the ILINet, NREVSS, or EHR time series made the cut.
335
The combined system achieves comparable early warning to the optimized Google
336
Trends system while detecting higher proportion of events with lower number of false 337 alarms (Fig 3) . Furthermore, it sounds alarms earlier than all three alternative models 338 in four out of six seasons. In 2012-2013 all models provide similar early warning; in 339 2015-2016, the week-trigger and rise-trigger algorithms signal two and three weeks 340 ahead of our optimized algorithm, respectively (Fig 3(B) ). The optimized algorithm also 341 produces fewer false alarms than the rise-trigger algorithm and detects a higher 342 proportion of influenza seasons than week-trigger algorithm. (Fig 3(B) ). The MEWMA 343 model using only ILINet data typically lags all other models in signalling events.
344
When we exclude Google Trends candidates from optimization, the method selects 345 Wikipedia pageviews of flu season as the most informative predictor followed by a 346 combination of EHR, Wikipedia and ILINet time series (Fig 2) . Expected performance 347 declines slightly without Google Trends data. In three-fold out-of-sample evaluation, the 348 six influenza seasons are detected at an average of 14.8 weeks prior to the CDC's 2% 349 threshold without missing any events (Fig 3) . 
Sensitivity to training period
366
When we varied the length of the training period from four to twelve years, we selected 367 overlapping sets of optimal predictors, with all five systems including ILINet data for 368 HHS regions 6 and 7 (Table S2 Table) . The systems detected similar proportions of 369 events. However, the precision (the proportion of true alarms to all alarms) appears to 370 increase with the length of the training period while, surprisingly, the alarms tend to 371 sound later (Fig 5) . We also found system performance to be fairly insensitive to the internet-source data that robustly detects the start of the season an average of 16.4 (SD 379 3.3) weeks in advance of the national surveillance threshold (ILINet reaching 2%). This 380 is five weeks earlier than previously published early detection algorithms based on
381
ILINet and Google data [15, 18] . In a retrospective out-of-sample attempt to detect the 382 fall wave of the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, the optimized multivariate algorithm potentially provide more information about impending epidemics, including the week of 412 onset, the duration of the season, the overall burden, and the timing and magnitude of 413 the epidemic peak [46] [47] [48] . However, they are typically not optimized for early warning 414 or for detecting outbreaks that are anomalous in either the timing or pace of expansion. 415 Our conclusions may not be readily applied to influenza detection outside the US or 416 to other infectious diseases. However, the general framework could be similarly deployed 417 to address such challenges. Even for seasonal influenza in the US, our results pertain to 418 only early detection of seasonal influenza activity as estimated from ILINet, and stem 419 from only six seasons of historical data. If we changed the optimization target (i.e., gold 420 standard data) to an EHR or regional ILINet source, the resulting data systems and 421 corresponding performances may differ considerably. Furthermore, as alternative data 422 and longer time series become available, the optimal systems could potentially improve. 423 Early detection systems should therefore be regularly reevaluated and tailored to the 424 specific objectives and geopolitical jurisdictions of public health stakeholders, and our 425 optimization framework can facilitate easy and comprehensive updates.
426
This approach requires domain-knowledge in the selection of candidate data sources. 427 Next generation proxy data should be relevant to the focal disease and population, such 428 as symptom or drug related search data. Climate and environmental factors may prove 429 predictive for directly transmitted and vector borne diseases, and may be a promising 430 direction for enhancing the early detection systems developed here. This black box 431 approach can select data sources with spurious or misleading relationships to the gold 432 standard data. Thus, it may be prudent to screen data sources before and after 433 optimization that are unlikely to correlate reliably with the target of early detection.
434
We implemented this MEWMA-FFS framework as an user-friendly app in the
435
Biosurveillance Ecosystem (BSVE) built by the US Defense Threat Reduction Agency 436 (DTRA) [45] . Military bioanalysts can now use it to evaluate and integrate diverse data 437 sources into targeted early detection systems for a wide range of infectious diseases 438 worldwide. The versatility of this plug-and-play method stems from two assumptions:
439
(1) it simply scans for deviations from underlying distributions rather than modeling a 440 complex epidemiological process, and (2) it does not require seasonality, just historical 441 precedents with which to train the model. We can now more easily harness the growing 442 volumes of health-related data to improve the timeliness and accuracy of outbreak 443 surveillance and thereby improve global health. Table) and detected influenza emergence an 469 average of 11-14 weeks prior to the official onset of influenza seasons. There is a weak 470 trade-off between timeliness and precision and minimal trade-off between timeliness and 471 recall. The precision is always below 0.9 while recall is equal to one for most of values of 472 ATFS. This is because we consider the timing of only the first alarm in a cluster; the
473
ATFS is expected to impact the total number of alarms but not neccessarily the number 474 of alarm clusters [9] . Meanwhile, a larger value of ATFS requires longer running time 
